
CENTRAL VALLEY BASS CLUB

Official Handbook

Last Revised: 1-23-2017
by Josh Marthaller

This handbook is to serve as a guideline for club operation procedures.
Rules are subject to change at any time by a majority vote of club membership.
If you have any questions please present them at the next club meeting.
CVBC Meets every first Tuesday of the month at 6:30PM in Salem, OR.
Current meeting location is Sportsman's Warehouse on Lancaster Dr.

CLUB WEBSITE AND FACEBOOK:

Website: www.centralvalleybassclub.com 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/cvbcbass

http://www.centralvalleybassclub.com/


ARTICLE AND PURPOSE

ARTICLE:

It is the foundation of this club to share a common desire among anglers in the pursuit of warm water 
Game Fish ( Bass etc.).  We will strive to enhance ourselves in fellowship, and camaraderie with each 
other and the community.  We will attempt to preserve the future of our sport by our support, and 
participation in conservation of our warm water fish and their habitat.   

PURPOSE:

1.) To stimulate public awareness of Bass and warm water fishing as a major community sport.
2.) To bring into light the importance of “Catch and Release” fishing on major species of fish.
3.) To offer our State Agencies our information and organized physical, moral, and political support.
4.) To promote full adherence to all conservation codes and to lobby for adequate water standards.
5.) To bring attention to potential criminal wrong doing associated with our sport.
6.) To enhance our angling skills, promote and encourage youth fishing through organized activities.
7.) To promote fishing and outdoor activities as a means of support for family and community.
8.) To accommodate the competitive nature among anglers by way of contests (bass tournaments).



BYLAWS

MEMBERSHIP

There shall be no limitation on the number of members in CVBC unless a limitation is added to these 
Bylaws by majority vote of all active members and amendment.

REQUIREMENTS FOR MEMBERSHIP

1.) Prospective member voluntarily expresses a genuine interest in club membership.
2.) Prospective member has read, understands and agrees to adhere to our Article, Purpose, and 

Bylaws.
3.) Prospective member agrees to make every attempt to participate in club activities, tournaments, 

and meetings, 
4.) Prospective member agrees to promote and participate in positive relationships with fellow 

members, and not allow inappropriate, rude, illegal or unsafe behavior to take place at anytime 
during our club activities.

5.) Prospective member agrees to be a willing participant of “Catch and Release Only” Bass fishing.

6.) Prospective member will only be accepted as a member of CVBC by a majority vote of active 
members present.

7.) New Membership will not become active until the New Member has paid dues, and provided
The information as is needed by the club officers, ie: contact info and boat  insurance policy 
information (if participating as a boater).

MEMBERSHIP DUES

CVBC Fees: $40.00
Optional Big Fish Pot $10

*If a member is voted in after October 1st, dues are good through the next year.

CLUB ASSETS

The following items are owned by the club:
 Bank account
 Weigh Scale
 Weigh in bags with mesh liners
 Tournament banners
 Website and Facebook page



TOURNAMENT RULES

1. Entry Fees:  The entry fee of $25.00 per person must be paid at the meeting prior to the 
tournament.  Any entry fees paid at the boat ramp on the day of the tournament will include a 
$5.00 late fee. No refunds will be given unless agreed upon by tournament committee. Any non-
refunded monies will carry over to the next points tournament.  

This $25.00 entry fee is paid to winning teams as follows: $11.00 1st Place / $8.00 2nd Place

2. Participants:  Any paid member in good standing over the age of 16 years.

3. Sportsmanship:  Any contestant who displays poor sportsmanship, intoxication, violation of 
these rules, or violation of Oregon fish and game laws will be disqualified.

4. Safety:  The use of or possession of Alcoholic beverages or recreational drugs is not permitted at 
any time during a Central Valley Bass Club tournament. Safe boating procedures and conduct 
must be observed at all times by all contestants.  All contestants must have the USCG Approved 
life vest on and fastened when the outboard (gas) engine is running.  All other USCG safety 
requirements will be observed. Any boat equipped with a tethered “kill switch” shall have it in 
use / attached to the driver when the boat is in motion utilizing the outboard (gas) engine.  
Anchor light will be turned on in night tournaments, and all navigation lights must be on from 
blast off to the first fishing spot in any club tournament.  All contestants should have the phone 
number of the Tournament Director and Club Officers available to call in the event of emergency
or boat break down that might prevent making it to weigh in on time.

5. Tournament Draws:  All CVBC tournaments are Team Tournaments, Draw format.  Boater and 
Co-Angler fish together as a team for a 5 fish limit.  A draw will be held at the meeting prior to 
the tournament to determine fishing teams and blast off order. It is the luck of the draw who you 
fish with, even if it is two tournaments in a row. 

If a co-angler is not chosen to a team due to lack of boats, then they will go on a waiting list and 
if any spots become open due to other members canceling out, or another boater entering the 
tournament late, they will be given priority placement.  If unable to fish in a tournament, then 
they will be given priority at the next draw for the next tournament and not be left out two 
tournaments in a row.  

If a member who is a boater enters the tournament late, and there are members who are Co-
anglers on the waiting list, the boater is obligated to take the Co-Angler that is not assigned a 
boat.  

Late entries, both Boater and Co-Angler may occur up until the Wednesday before the date of 
the tournament.  After this day no further late entries will be accepted. Period !

 After that Wednesday any previously entered boaters who find themselves without a Co-Angler 
(due to luck of draw or even last minute cancellation by your Co-Angler), may now either fish 
solo OR invite a guest to fish as Co-Angler.  It will be the responsibility of the Member Boater to
see to it their guest understands and abides by our Club Tournament Rules.  All guests may fish 
for BIG FISH only and may enter and win money for the Big Fish pot only.  



They may not include any fish they catch into the weigh in bag of the Club member (boater).  

6. Pick Tournaments:  Each member that is a boater, may have one tournament each year that they  
can PICK their Co-Angler.  This may only be used once by each boater and the TD will keep 
track of any members who have used their pick.  Each of these members will still score their 
points in their respective category for Angler of The Year points (Boater / Co-Angler).

7.   Family Teams:   It is accepted practice that married members and family members may 
      choose to fish together as a team and not enter the draw.  If however, the boater member    
      withdraws, the Co-Angler may not then enter onto the wait list for the tournament.  
      If the Co-Angler withdraws, the boater is still obligated to take a Co-Angler from the wait list.

8. Tackle:  Only artificial lures may be used.  No prepared or live bait is permitted except Pork 
style strips or rinds.  Only rods and reels are permitted. Any number of rods may be in the boat 
but only one rod may be in use per participant at any given time as per Oregon Fishing 
Regulations.

9. Permitted Fishing Waters:  All water accessible by boat except the following;  50 yards of 
another tournament boat predetermined by the “first come” rule, waters posted by state and local
agencies and private postings recognized by the club.  Contestants may fish along with another 
boat but maintain the 50 yard minimum distance apart.  Private posting on the tournament 
waters will be announced at the pre-tournament meeting at the ramp.  Boats may not be trailered
during tournament hours to another location.

10. Fishing Hours:  To be announced at the club meeting before the tournament. Contestants must 
check in no less than 20 minutes prior to blast off for boat safety and live well check by a 
tournament official to compete. CVBC does not have a Pre-Fishing cut off time on tournament 
waters.  

 11. Pre-Tournament Meeting:  There will be a pre-tournament meeting at the ramp 10 minutes 
       before blast off time.  The blast off time is to be announced at the club meeting prior to the 
       tournament.  This meeting is for last minute safety briefing, water hazard updates, and time 
       coordination with the Tournament Director.  Any contestants late for blast off shall locate a 
       tournament official (call him, or find him on the water) to have live well checked and be briefed,
       before fishing, or any fish caught will not qualify at weigh in.

       12. Teams:  All teams of fishermen must remain together in the boat throughout the tournament
             hours and cannot leave the boat to push into a fishing spot.  It is allowed for one or both to leave
             the boat to push free from obstructions, be it trees, brush or bottom, so long as it does not allow 
             them access to a fishing area that would not have been available without doing this.  It is also 
             permissible for one or both fishermen to leave a boat for using the restroom, or for the purpose
             of mechanical repairs to the boat.   

  13.     Penalties:  Contestants who are not in the official checkpoint area for weigh in at the 
tournaments end will be penalized 1 lb per minute off of the team’s total weight.  This includes   
any BIG FISH weight.  

A 1 lb. penalty will be assessed for any fish weighed in that is under the 12 inch min length.  

A 1 lb. penalty will be assessed for any fish that is deemed to be dead by the T D.  



A dead fish is one that cannot swim or remain upright on its own power.

Any contestant that weighs in more than the maximum bag limit of 5 Bass, will be penalized the 
weight of their biggest fish.  This fish will not be allowed for BIG FISH purposes. You are not 
allowed to cull fish at the weigh in.

Any fish that is suspected of being “enhanced or altered” in some way to make it weigh more, 
will be held aside.  At the end of weigh in this suspect fish will be inspected by the Tournament 
Director and two other Club officials.  If it is determined by these officials that the weight of the 
fish has been altered by artificial means the team is disqualified and both members of the team 
will be subject to punitive actions.

     14.  Live wells:  An aerated containment large enough to sufficiently support a teams daily catch is a 
             requirement for all tournament boats entered.  Portable live wells are permitted as long as they   
             are fully functional for the purpose intended.

15. Bag Limits:  The bag limit is 5 fish in the boat at one time for two contestants. No more than two
contestants will be fishing at a time from a single boat.  All club events are team format where 
both anglers work together to catch a single 5 fish limit.  All tournament fish to be weighed in 
must be 12 inches in length or longer as determined by a belly board.  No culling of dead fish at 
any time is allowed.  Culling of live fish (releasing smaller fish / keeping the bigger 5 fish) may 
be done during a tournament, but not at weigh in site or at the time of weigh in.

16. Weigh ins:  The weigh ins are conducted by the TD and any other member that wishes to assist. 
One person records and the other handles the scale.  Every effort will be made to keep this fair 
to all members.  The weights will only be taken by the Clubs scale.  If a contestant wishes to 
challenge the weight they are given they must speak up at the time of weight.  If a contestant 
wishes to weigh a fish for BIG FISH, that contestant must choose only one fish from his bag to 
weigh for BIG FISH.  This one fish only will be weighed separately for this purpose.  After the 
weigh in all fish must be released away from the weigh in site.

17. Ties:  The tie breaker will be the largest single bass among the two tied contestants.  If still tied,  
the second largest fish will be used.  If one of the contestants has already returned fish, then this  
is not possible and the two contestants will have to share the winnings and both score same 
points.  In the event of a tie for BIG FISH the same rule applies.  Second fish is used if both 
contestants still have their bag of fish available to weigh.  If not it ends a tie and money is split.

     18.    Complaints / Challenges:  Any complaints / challenges about the results, or other contestants 
              behaviors during the tournament must be filed in writing within 30 minutes of the end of 
              the weigh in.  This must be given to the TD or another Club official.  The TD and TWO other 
              club officers will rule on the complaint in a timely fashion and their decision will be final.  
              (Any senior club member may substitute in the absence or lack of club officers.) If it is
              agreed that a contestant or team  has violated the Tournament Rules of the club, or is in    
              violation of Oregon Fishing Regulations, or USCG regulations, that TEAM will be disqualified 
              for the tournament.  Any future complaints against one of these members for the same 
              violation could result in further punitive actions.

     19.   Damage, Theft or Injuries:  If any of these occur, they are the sole responsibilities of the 
individual. “Central Valley Bass Club and its Officials” will not be held responsible for any 
damage to property, theft of property or personal injury that might occur during a club 



tournament.  All members with boats are required to carry $300,000 minimum of liability 
insurance and documented proof of this must be provided upon joining CVBC and with each 
years membership renewal dues. All members are expected to act safely.  All members who 
own boats are expected to obey the USCG safe boating regulations, Accidents can happen when
fishing, and it is expected all members understand this and enter tournaments knowing this.  

     
20.  Mechanical Breakdowns:  In the event a contestant experiences mechanical failure on a boat it 

is that teams responsibility to be at the weigh in on time.  Common procedure is to fish your 
way back to the weigh in site, and then remain in that area until weigh in.  Call the tournament 
director or another tournament official if you are unable to make it safely back to weigh in site 
and help will be sent to you after weigh in, unless your situation is emergent in nature.  If 
another contestant chooses to assist you during the tournament, this is a courtesy and not a 
tournament requirement.  It is still the responsibility of all contestants to make the weigh in on 
time to not be penalized.
If for any reason a contestant must leave the fishing waters before the weigh in time, it is 
required of them to call the TD or another club officer to notify them you are leaving the area.  
In the spirit of good club sportsmanship you should still try to come to the weigh in even if you 
did not catch any fish.

ANGLER OF THE YEAR

The points members earn at each of the years tournaments will be totaled towards an Angler Of The 
Year award.  There will be individual awards for both the Boater, and Co-Angler of The Year.  Each 
member needs to declare at the start of the year (before the first tournament is fished) if they will be 
fishing as a Boater or a Co-Angler for the season.  
The points earned at each tournament will be totaled throughout the year for each member as follows:

Boater                                     Co-Angler____

1st. 105 points           1st. 105 points
2nd    104 2nd    104
3rd    103                             3rd     103
4th     102                          4th     102
5th     101                           5th     101
6th     etc etc    etc

Anyone who participated in a tournament but did not weigh fish will be awarded 50 points.
A participant will not be disadvantaged if they fish in a different category (boater / co-angler 
if asked to do so to promote greater participation at a tournament.  They will still score points in their 
declared category.

At the end of the season, each members lowest scored tournament will be a throw out score. Only ONE 
score is thrown out before they are totaled.  
The winner of Angler of The Year in each category will receive a cash prize and trophy at our annual 
banquet.  Prizes are as follows:

1st Place Boater and Co-Angler: $150
2nd Place Boater and Co-Angler: $100



BRAGGING RIGHTS TOURNAMENT

Each year at the end of our season, the last tournament will be our Bragging Rights Tournament.  All 
members in good standings will be eligible to fish the bragging rights tournament.  
There will be no cash prizes.  The winning team will receive free tournament entries to all club 
tournaments in the following year.  

OPTIONAL $10 BIG FISH POT

Each year at the beginning of the season, before our first tournament, every member may pay  an entry 
fee of $10.00 for the Overall BIG FISH pot. This pot of money can be claimed by the first member 
angler (Boater or Co-Angler) who catches a Largemouth Bass of 6 lbs. or more / or catches a 
Smallmouth Bass of 5 lbs. or more.  This fish must be caught during a club points tournament and 
weighed in on the clubs scale. (or another clubs if it is a multi-club event).  This cannot be won during 
the Bragging Rights tournament as it is a non points tournament. If the tournament is a two day event, 
and someone catches fish of these sizes each day, then it will be the overall largest fish of those two 
fishing days that wins and not just the first one caught.
Until this pot is won by someone, the money continues to rollover, year to year or as long as needed.  
Once it has been won by someone, all members must then pay the $10.00 entry again if they wish to re-
enter the pot. This must be paid before the next points tournament is held.
The pot then starts again to accumulate.  

CLUB CLASSIC QUALIFIERS

For N.W.C.C. The purposes of qualifying for the Northwest Club Classic, the contestants who fish will 
be the AOY point leader from the year before. 2 top non-boater and 2 top boaters.  It is up to the anglers 
to pay any entry fees associated with this event.

TOUNAMENT SCHEDULE MEETING

The club schedule will be determined on December of the previous year or January of the same year.  It 
will be up to a club vote to decide whether to conduct the tournament schedule construction at a 
regularly scheduled meeting or to choose a weekend date to which all members can meet. 

CANCELLATION OR RESCHEDULING OF TOURNAMENTS

Once the club tournament schedule is voted in for the year, no location or date changes are allowed to be
made.  The only exception to this is when it concerns to the safety of club members.  The could be due 
to weather, travel impediments, etc...  It will be up to the discretion of the club president and tournament
director to make the final call on this.   Changes in venue should be made no sooner than three days 
prior to an event when it concerns to unknown weather.  

Salem Willamette River must be at 7ft or higher on the day of a tournament to be considered safe. 



CLUB OFFICERS AND DUTIES

President:

 Presides over all meetings
 Directs all official business
 Supervise all club functions
 Assist with setting up each club tournament and open tournament(s)
 Responsible for obtaining awards such as AOY trophies, etc..

Secretary/Treasurer:

 Maintain accurate financial records and report at each meeting
 Maintain receipts and records of all purchasing
 Maintain membership roster
 Maintain Membership renewal records 
 Collect tournament entry fees at meeting prior to events
 Maintain record of big fish side pot
 Disburse monies owed after each tournament

Tournament Director:

 Conduct tournament entry procedure at club meeting prior to each tournament
 Maintain accurate and up to date AOY point standings
 Prepare a report of each tournament at the following meeting
 Report tournament schedules to state agencies such as ODFW and state police
 Obtaining permits for tournaments when necessary such as club open events
 Reporting tournament results as required to state agencies
 Responsible for making decisions on tournament relocation and cancellation for safety purposes
 Conduct tournament weigh in
 Responsible for making sure the club scale shows up at every tournament

Election and Eligibility:

Club officers will be voted on during the regular club meeting in December.  If you wish to run for a 
club office position make a nomination for yourself during the October or November regular club 
meetings.  To be eligible for club president members must have held any other club office position for at
least one previous year.  Voting will happen in December for positions that have more than one 
candidate.  Each club member in good standing will be allowed a single vote for each position voted on. 
Office terms last for one full year.  They will begin at the December meeting when elections are made, 
and end the following December at the next election.  If a club officer is deemed to not be completing 
their duties, they can be removed from office by a majority vote of the club membership. 

*All club officers are provided free dues for the year in which they hold office. 



BOATER / NON-BOATER ETIQUETTE
             

1. Communication: By far and away is the most important aspect of any trip. It is the key to success in 
all categories. Being positive with communication increases your chances of having a more successful 
trip. 

2. Cost: Non-boater needs to ask how much he is required to pay towards the trip before you leave. It is 
best to get the money part out of the way. Usually half of tow vehicle and boat fuel is appropriate unless 
you make other arrangements to balance the cost. 

3. What to bring: Bring your own rods, reels, tackle, lunch and rain gear (if necessary). Don't over do 
it. Talk about the possible techniques to be applied and the room to accommodate them and the rest of 
your gear. 

4. Time and place to meet: Agree on a departure time and be prompt if not sooner. It’s generally best to
meet at the boater’s house. . If other arrangements are to be made, make sure that the boater has ample 
room to maneuver or turn around. Make sure directions are clear. If there are any changes or 
cancellations, notify each other at the earliest possible moment so that other arrangements can be made. 

5. At the ramp: Boater needs to know if non-boater can back a boat trailer. Don't say you can if you 
can't. It's not necessary that you be able to do this. What you can do is ask the boater what can you do to 
get the boat ready for launch? Where to stow gear? Ask about the boat plug, you never know! 

6. While fishing: Rule of thumb here states that the boat owner controls the boat and in many ways how
you will be fishing. Taking notice of the things he is using at the time and fish accordingly, i. E. He 
throws spinnerbaits; you throw spinnerbaits; crankbaits, buzzbaits. Etc. He throws jigs, you do 
something similar. He fishes fast; you fish fast. He fishes slow; you fish slow. If you communicate, you 
can successfully mix them. Ask the boater if you can fish up front also, if you want. 

If what you've been doing hasn’t been working feel free to make a suggestion, after all, you're out there 
to catch fish. The most important thing is to have fun, so if you've worked hard to no avail, don't be to 
discouraged, the bite may be off. 

Fishing from the back of the boat, you need to pay attention to where the front guy is casting. Not to cast
where he does and not to cross his line. There are instances where two people have fished together for a 
while where this is acceptable. You can both fish the same piece of cover effectively if you 
communicate. 

Items of importance: Casting accuracy can make the difference between catching and not catching bass. 
When casting towards cover, take care not to get snagged on it. It can be very inconvenient trying to 
remove it. A $3. 00 lure is no comparison to a $100. 00 scratch in a fiberglass boat. Not to alarm you 
because snags are unavoidable. If you get snagged, tell the boater immediately so he doesn’t keep 
fishing on down the shoreline while your drags a singing. There are proper procedures for retrieving 
snagged lures. Most cases use snagless lures for moderate to heavy cover. I addition to snagging lures, 
caution needs to be observed with exposed hooks when it comes to upholstery. It could be an issue of 
contention if torn upholstery is a result. Lure wraps are always a good investment. 

Don't be afraid to ask questions or make suggestions. Just because the boater owns a boat doesn’t mean 
he knows everything.  Most boat owners appreciate a little tidiness as to where to put garbage, stow 
gear, etc.  In addition, one should practice caution in controlling beverages and food items as to avoid 
being strewn or spilled. 

If you find yourself fishing with someone that doesn’t communicate, share information or just ignores 



the fact that you're even there, you don't have to go with them again. But if you draw them in a 
tournament it will be necessary to do your best. 

 7. When moving from place to place: When on the lake and its time to move to another spot, the 
boater will give you an indication that it’s time to move. At this time you should stow any gear you have
out on deck. A timely manner is essential in tournament conditions. Most bass boats can attain high 
speeds and anything left unsecured will certainly blow out. 

8. At the ramp (end of day): Ask the boater if there is anything you can do to make the boat road 
ready. Again, you’re responsible for your own gear. Ask the boater where to stow gear. Should 
be same as when you arrived. Be sure to thank your partner for the trip.



CENTRAL VALLEY BASS CLUB MEMBERSHIP FORM

NAME _______________________________________________________________

ADDRESS____________________________________________________________

CITY STATE ________________________________                   ZIP_____________

PHONE_______________________    E-MAIL_______________________________

MEMBERSHIP DUES AMOUNT PAID

Club Fees $40

Optional Big Fish Pot $10

TOTAL PAID ________________

DATE ______________________

I have read the handbook and constitution given to me by the central valley bass club and will abide by 
its rules and regulations. I clearly understand my obligations to the club. I will abide by all laws in the 
states we visit on and off the water. Safety and sportsmanship are the foundation of this club. 

SIGNED_______________________________________________________ DATE_______________

Boaters: Be sure to provide the tournament director with your proof of $300,000 minimum liability 
insurance and have all state required permits and licenses to operate a watercraft and fish its water if you
are planning to use your boat in any of our tournaments.


